Knots 1

Knots 2

Some basic knots for you to teach to your pet rope.
Your pet rope needs lots of exercise so
keep practicing!!
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Some more basic knots for you to teach to your
pet rope. Your pet rope needs even more
exercise so keep
practicing!!

Reef Knot

Left over Right and under,
Use this
knot for
tying two 1
ends of
the same
thickness
(eg. two
ends of 2
the same Right over left and through.
rope)
Easy to
undo! 3
Lies flat.

“The
snake
comes out
of the hole,
around
the back
of the tree
trunk
and
under his
own tail.”

Sheet Bend
Use this for joining two ropes of
unequal thickness. We need this
knot to hoist a flag.

Clove Hitch

wrap around

2

4

Use ‘whipping’ to stop the end of Pull down on
your rope from fraying.Use a thinner cotton,
string or cord to ‘whip’ the rope.

2

3

through

1

3

Makes a non slip loop
at the end of a piece
of rope. Rescue knot.

Lashings

These are the 3 basic ‘lashings’ you will need in Guides.
2.

1.

FRAPPING

A

A
B

B

3. Tie off loose

ends to finish.
Work both ends
together

Snake
Lashing
Use to make
draining
racks and
table tops.

Washing up
stand

Tripod Lashing
Washing Tripod
Keep loose end for tying
off at the end

1.

1. Tie end of string
around one pole.
Wrap string tightly
around all the poles

2

under

3

This is a ‘stopper’
knot to use on the
end of a rope, once
you’ve learnt it
can also be
adapted to
make fixed
loops at the
end of a rope.

For putting a ring onto a rope OR
tying a rope onto
a fixed bar.
down

over

Bowline

Good for starting lashings,tying a
rope to a pole. We use this knot
for hoisting a flag.

this end

Figure of Eight

under

Put both loops
onto the object.

Square Lashing

Thread the end through the loop

1

Larks Head

use to make the basic frame of a gadget.

Wrap

over

1

Tie the string around one pole, leave
loose end for tying off. 1. Wrap around
tightly in a square Up in front of B pole,
behind A at the top, down in front of
B, behind A at the bottom etc.
When half way through your
string (approx 1m) change to
FRAPPING - which is
tightening.
wrapping string in-between the two
poles, pulling VERY tight.

Simple Whipping
3

2

Make a loop

Slide the second
loop over the first.

3
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1

Fixed object
(eg. a tree!)

Learn to tie these knots
with your eyes closed!

1
2

Round Turn
and Two
Half Hitches

ALWAYS
KEEP
LASHINGS
VERY TIGHT

2.
2. Spread out the poles a bit and thread
the string OVER one end of a pole and
UNDER the next working your way
around the group, in a circular fashion,
a few times. Tie off loose ends.

1

2

3
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